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Synopsis

Research area and research objectives

The main goal of computer graphics is to realistically simulate the geometry and illumination
of the real world. The imitation of real world lighting requires the solution of the rendering
equation, which is the mathematical model of light transport. Due to the computational
cost of solving such infinite dimensional integral equation, real-time simulation should make
approximations. The simplest approximation model is local illumination, which completely
ignores indirect lighting and examines only one-bounce light paths. Graphics accelerators
have dedicated parallel pipelines designed to compute local illumination at high speed. On the
other hand many important lighting effects can only be simulated with global illumination,
which considers multiple light bounces.

Solving the rendering equation for different material models can require different ap-
proaches. In case of ideal reflectors or refractors we usually use ray-tracing, while for diffuse
materials the radiosity method is used. Some methods give solutions for generic material
models like Monte-Carlo, quasi Monte-Carlo methods, or stochastic iteration methods. The
high computational requirements of such solutions does not allow real-time or interactive
rendering.

With the evolution of graphics hardware and its programmability many special global
illumination algorithms have been developed that run on GPUs. These algorithms address
special lighting phenomena, and offer real-time solution to them. To trace multiple light
bounces, contrary to local illumination (where only local surface parameters are available),
these algorithms should access the geometry of the whole virtual world (or at least a part
of it). The surface representation should be compact, contain only information necessary
for the simulation of the given illumination effect, and should be supported by the graphics
hardware. Fast random access and searching in these data structures can be a key component
of these algorithms. As (beside local parameters) GPUs can access only limited number of
constant registers, and textures, all scene representation data should be stored in one of these
two forms.

The idea of storing a sampled representation of scene geometry in textures is not new, it
has been used for a long time in computer graphics to store for example geometry details,
static lighting information, or to compute shadows, reflection and refractions. However this
idea still has great potentials in it, newer and newer algorithms are being developed that
make an innovative use of such data representations to simulate a particular global illumina-
tion effect. This thesis work also introduce global illumination algorithms that make use of
sampled geometry in textures and offer solutions to a wide range of lighting effects.

In case of diffuse or glossy materials environment map based methods are the most com-
monly used techniques to simulate how the illumination of a dynamic object is influenced by
its environment. Previous solutions (like using a pre-convolved environment map) could not
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handle cases, when the dynamic object has comparable size with its environment or when it
is located near to the geometry of its environment. I proposed an algorithm that uses a more
robust form factor calculation and can handle these cases efficiently, providing more accurate
results than classical methods [I4].

Ambient occlusion techniques compute the self shadowing of diffuse virtual objects, and
define an openness value that represents how strongly a surface point is shadowed (occluded)
by its neighborhood. This value can be used to scale the ambient illumination to achieve
a more plastic look than constant ambient lighting. I introduced a new algorithm that can
efficiently reduce the noise of the original solution without any performance loss by rewriting
the direction based ambient occlusion integration formula and introducing a new volumetric
integration formula [F4].

In real-time applications the most common way to display reflections and refractions is
to use environment maps. The classical environment mapping method can be extended to
overcome some of its limitations with the use of distance impostors. I introduced a robust
implementation of the environment map based approximate ray tracing algorithm. The
proposed algorithm offer more accurate ray tracing with a safe, combined linear and secant
search. With the introduction of multiple environment map layers even multiple light bounces
can be traced [D2].

Specular materials can produce a very interesting form of indirect illumination called
caustics. In real-time graphics caustics are usually generated with tracing light photon rays,
identify they final intersection points with receiver surfaces, and finally add light contribution
at these hit points. Former approaches used the splatting technique, which places semi-
transparent quadrilaterals with a filtering texture at discrete photon hit locations. Instead
of slatting I suggested a new algorithm that uses caustic triangles, where triangles are fitted
to neighboring photon hits. The new method automatically sets triangle intensity which
eliminates the artifacts appearing when incorrect filter size is set for splatting [I5, J2].

A notable part of this thesis work deals with rendering of participating media. The most
common representation of participating media are particle systems. The particle system
model of the volume corresponds to an adaptive discretization, when we assume that scat-
tering can happen only at discrete points called particles. Particles can move, change their
properties, they can vanish or reborn. Natural phenomena like cloud, smoke, explosion, snow
or rain can be easily simulated with particle systems.

I made an effort to develop new algorithms, hat can display natural phenomena described
with particle systems realistically in real-time, taking into account light absorption or even
multiple light scattering. I also tried to find solutions for the typical problems of particle
system rendering.

Participating media is usually rendered with screen aligned semitransparent quadrilaterals
called billboards. As these drawing primitives does not have real three dimensional extent,
placing them in a three dimensional world lead to disturbing billboard clipping and popping
artifacts. Billboard clipping appears where a billboard intersects a three dimensional object,
while popping appears if a billboard passes through the camera’s near clipping plane.

I showed that these errors can be eliminated if we assign a spherical volume to the rendered
quadrilaterals during their processing. This method was called spherical billboards [D1, I3,
J1].

Beside eliminating disturbing artifacts, to display realistic natural phenomena we should
solve the volumetric rendering equation. This can be a challenging task especially in case of
animated media and changing light conditions. Classical solutions use a drastic simplification
and (beside direct light bounces) consider only light paths heading toward the camera. This
can be efficiently implemented on the standard graphics pipeline with color blending. Differ-
ent participating materials have their typical scattering, absorption and emission properties.
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I have also presented a complete rendering method that uses spherical billboards and a layer
composition technique to render explosion with dust, fire, smoke, and heat shimmering [D1,
I3, J1].

Particle systems can only produce convenient results if high number of particles are simu-
lated. This requires additional storing and computational resources. To address the problem
of high particle count I extended a former image based rendering technique called 2.5D impos-
tors for volumetric data. I also gave a high performance solution to simulate light absorption
in animated participating media under changing light conditions [I2].

High quality rendering of multiple scattering requires a more exact solution of the volu-
metric rendering equation.I gave a solution to simulate light scattering in participating media
by reusing light scattering paths generated with global ray bundles. The proposed iteration
method can simulate multiple scattering under changing light conditions. Realistic rendering
of participating media with moderate particle count can be simulated real-time [I1].

Applied methods

Several method have been developed so far to solve the rendering equation, which make com-
promise either at the expense of realistic look or real-time performance. These methods are
well published, and presented with measurements and reference images. These publications
gave a strong ground I could lean on.

Starting from the study of existing algorithms, a few methods could be sorted out, that
could give a good line for a research. In some cases (starting from a computationally extensive
algorithm, that can not be run in real-time) I searched for simplifications that does not ruin
the visual quality but can significantly increase performance. Keeping all computation on
the GPU is the key for real-time rendering. On the other hand, in some cases I looked for
the possibility to generalize, extend or enhance an algorithm, that offers high performance
but poor or just moderate quality.

After I became acquainted with previous work in a specific topic, the first sketch of the new
algorithm and formulas give the basics of the first implementations. Possible implementation
difficulties, improper functioning or too low performance can often require further search for
an optimal solution, and the revision of the original concepts.

The most appropriate measure for the efficiency of the new algorithms is the number of
images that can be drawn in a second (frame/sec, FPS). On the other hand, the judgment
of the visual quality of the images is not so straightforward. In some cases we can refer to
images that were produced with high quality off-line renderers and consider them as our final
goals. In overall we usually can rely on our own subjective impressions. As the main goal
of the developed algorithms is to produce believable images in real-time, and not the exact
physical simulation, we can usually disregard from the use of special error metrics, even if
reference images are present.
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New scientific results

Thesis Group 1. Diffuse material rendering

Thesis 1.1 Robust diffuse environment mapping

If rays should be traced not only in ideal reflection or refraction directions, in other worlds
we are dealing with diffuse or glossy material models (which is common in our everyday
environment), not only one pixel of the environment map should be fetched, but a part of
it, or even all pixels of the environment map should me visited to accurately shade a surface
point. This can not be done in real-time. So we made a simplification, namely order texels
into groups, and treate these groups as samples of the surrounding environment.

I developed an algorithm that down-samples the original environment map
containing color and distance information, which results in a moderate number
of approximating area light sources, which can be visited real-time. As these
virtual light sources form a polygon I suggested the use of the polygon-to-point
form factor. The proposed method can produce images comparable to images
generated with professional photon-tracing softwares in real-time.[I4]

1. ábra. Rendering of diffuse indirect illumination.
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Thesis 1.2 Volumetric ambient occlusion

The local illumination model examines only one-bounce light paths and ignores multiple
reflections. This clearly results in some illumination deficit, so the images will be darker
than expected. More importantly, those surfaces that are not directly visible from any light
sources will be completely dark. The old trick to add the missing illumination in a simplified
form is the introduction of the ambient light which illuminates equally at any point and
direction of the virtual world.

As the ambient illumination model ignores the geometry of the scene, the resulting images
are plain and do not have a 3D appearance. This can be enhanced with the use of the ambient
occlusion method. Instead of working with the rendering equation, this approach examines
only a neighborhood of the shaded point, and computes just how ”open” the scene is in the
neighborhood of a point, and scale the ambient light accordingly.

I have introduced a new integration method that is based on a novel interpre-
tation of ambient occlusion that measures how big portion of the tangent sphere
of the surface belongs to the set of occluded points. The integrand of the new
formula has low variation, thus can be estimated accurately with a few sam-
ples. The new method provides much smoother results with the same number of
samples and has the same computing requirements as the classical solutions[F3].

2. ábra. Ambient occlusion computed with the volumetric integral.
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Thesis Group 2. Specular material rendering

Thesis 2.1 Robust specular reflections and refractions

Environment mapping is a very effective technique to compute specular effects, but it has a
main drawback. When storing incoming radiance we sample only a directional domain and do
not take surface locations into account, i.e. we assume that the dynamic objects is point like,
or in other worlds the environment is considered to be infinitely far away. This assumption
usually does not hold, which raises the error for surface points away from the cube map
center and closer to the surrounding environment. One solution is to take the geometry of
the environment and the dynamic object into account. As the position of the shaded point is
available only the environment geometry should be stored. This can be done with a distance
environment map or distance impostor, which is generated just like a classical cube map,
but it stores distance values from the cube map center in addition to the incoming radiance.
With special searching methods working in these distance impostors intersection with the
environment can be computed for light rays with arbitrary start position and direction.

I have extended this approximate ray-tracing and proposed an algorithm that
uses multiple layers of distance impostors to trace complex light paths. Multiple
layers offer a more complete sampling of the environment, while a safe linear
searching algorithm combined with fast secant search ensures to find the correct
intersection point. To trace multiple reflections we should also store additional
information about specular surfaces like surface normal or the index of refraction
which can also be stored in layers of environment maps. The developed algorithm
runs entirely on the GPU at interactive frame rates and provides results close
to a ray traced reference[D2].

3. ábra. Rendering multiple reflections and refractions.
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Thesis 2.2 Caustic triangles

Caustics show up as high frequency patterns on diffuse or glossy surfaces, formed by light
paths originating at light sources and visiting mirrors or refracting surfaces. Light paths
starting at the light sources and visiting specular reflectors and refractors until they arrive
at diffuse surfaces need to be simulated to create caustic effects. These complex light paths
can be traced using a GPU ray-tracing algorithm. The result of the photon-tracing pass
is a so called photon hit location image which stores the final positions of photons. From
discrete photon hits a continuous caustic pattern needs to be reconstructed and projected onto
the caustic receiver surfaces. Most of the GPU based algorithms reconstruct the continuous
caustic pattern from discrete hits with placing semi-transparent quadrilaterals with a filtering
texture, this technique is called photon splatting. However the size of splats should be
carefully selected in order to preserve high frequency details but to eliminate dot patterns.

I have proposed a caustic generation technique that uses triangle primitives
formed by three neighboring photon hits instead of splatted sprites. The new
algorithm provides just as high frame rates as classical splatting, but frees up the
user from tuning caustic attributes like size and transparency, as it can adjust
triangle intensities automatically. It can also produce sharper caustic patterns
with fewer photon count. I also proposed to store photon hits in the cube map
space of the caustic caster object, so we can correctly take into account occlusions,
warped objects which allows accurate shadow computations [I5, J2].

4. ábra. Rendering caustics with caustic triangles.
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Thesis Group 3. Rendering participating media

Thesis 3.1 Spherical billboards

The most common representations of participating media are particle systems, which are
usually rendered using billboards. This method leads to disturbing billboard clipping and
popping artifacts. I proposed an algorithm which I called spherical billboards,
that eliminated both artifacts with rendering each particle as a quadrilateral
but treats them as spheres with real volume during fragment processing. The
main idea is to calculate the exact distance the view ray can travel inside the
sphere representing a particle, and altering the particle’s opacity according to
this distance. The spherical geometry of the particles can be treated analytically
while scene geometry is stored in a sampled form, namely a depth image taken
from the camera. The new method is called spherical billboards [D1, I3, J1].

5. ábra. Rendering particles with classical billboard and the spherical billboard method.

Different participating materials have their typical scattering, absorption and emission
properties, so they need slightly different solution of the volumetric rendering equation. I
described a rendering procedure that can render participating media with dif-
ferent materials within a single scene in real-time. The example scene included
media with strong light emitting (fire), light scattering (small dust particles in
the air) and light absorbing behavior (dense smoke) [D1, I3, J1]. The method
used spherical billboards and post-processing effects to achieve realistic results.
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6. ábra. Images taken from an animation using spherical billboards.

Thesis 3.2 Hierarchical particle systems

Particle systems can only produce convenient results if high number of particles are simu-
lated. This requires additional storing and computational resources. An efficient method for
displaying natural phenomena that shows self-similarity is the 2.5D impostor method, which
can be extended for participating media. The original technique was developed for rendering
high number of similar opaque objects. To reduce the computational burden of rendering,
particle hierarchies are formed, and the full system is built of smaller similar blocks. This
block is rendered once for the current viewing direction and this image is drawn on the
billboards of the full system.

I have shown that hierarchically built particle systems with distance impostors
can be efficiently used to simulate high number of particles. I have proposed a
real time illumination method that exploits the hierarchical property and special
hardware possibilities to simulate light absorbtion in scattering media under
changing light conditions and with animated particles. The new method stores
the attenuated light by the particle blocks in a special data structure called
light slices. Contrary to former approaches all computation is performed on
the graphics card without costly data copying which enables notably high frame
rates. The idea was also similar to spherical billboards, to the effect that the
distance that a view ray can travel inside a block of particles should be calculated,
but instead of an analytic spherical description blocks of particles were sampled
to depth images [I2].

7. ábra. Cloud rendering with hierarchical particle systems taking into account light absorp-
tion.
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Thesis 3.3 Illumination networks

The calculation of multiple scattering of light passing through participating media is rather
time consuming. No generic solution exists that can display these lighting effects in real-time
without significant simplifications. The most common restriction is to make the media static,
so a great amount of computation can be transferred to a precomputation stage.

I have introduced a novel method that also uses these approximations and
can simulate light scattering in static participating media by reusing light scat-
tering paths generated with global ray bundles. As a preprocessing step, special
network structure is created that carries visibility information for discrete num-
ber of predefined directions. An illumination network should also be maintained
containing light transfer information for the discrete directions. These 2D data
structures can be efficiently implemented in graphics hardware with textures.

The proposed method can simulate multiple scattering computed by iteration
that spreads illumination in the media. Changing light conditions and even light
sources inside the media can be simulated real-time. I have shown that this
method can be used to render realistic clouds with moderate particle count [I1].

8. ábra. Cloud rendering with illumination networks taking into account multiple scattering.
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Applications

The presented methods are able to visualize a wide range of light transport phenomena that
occur in the real world. Their practical applicability has been proven, as a widely used
graphics engine has been modified to integrate them. We have shown through demonstrative
applications that these techniques can be used together, in combination, or even synergy.

In general it can be noted, that although the proposed techniques are derived from the
physical model of light-surface interaction, they do not aim at perfect realistic fidelity, but
at an extremely fast production of visually plausible results instead. The main area of their
application is that of real-time graphics applications, such as computer games and virtual
reality.

An increasingly observable trend is the narrowing of the gap between production graphics
(in feature films and commercial animations) and real-time graphics. Real-time algorithms
can well be applied in production, as time - albeit on a different scale - is also a major factor
there, and today’s real-time rendering solutions match the image quality offered by methods
used in production a decade ago. The spherical billboard method proposed in this thesis
work is an example of such a crossover, as it has been used in production of a short film by
a renown Hungarian animation studio. We can predict that other methods designed for the
GPU will appear in similar scenarios.
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